Texture and residual stress analysis using X-ray diffraction have been carried out on zirconium alloy cladding tubes after cold pilgering, an industrial mechanical process. The final rolling pass has been completely characterized by X-ray diffraction. An interpretation of the effect of intergranular stresses on the development of analysed stress has been made using a modified elastoplastic self-consistent model in order to account for the effect of the high intrinsic plastic anisotropy of hexagonal close-packed crystals. The contribution and magnitude of the first-and second-order residual stresses were correctly evaluated using information from the model. The main features of the rolling sequence were qualitatively reproduced by the simulations, considering prismatic slip as the main active deformation mode in this alloy under large strain.
Introduction
The fabrication of components with appropriate structural properties has always been a real challenge to thermomechanical processing. One example is the selected component of this study, M5 alloy cladding tubes manufactured by cold pilgering. Zirconium alloys such as M5 are used extensively in various types of fission reactors, and indeed the development of Zr alloys is essentially due to the nuclear industry, where they have been regarded as proven structural materials (Linga Murty & Charit, 2006) . Cold pilgering is a tube-forming operation (see Fig. 1 ), where the inner radius and wall thickness are both progressively reduced between a fixed axisymmetric mandrel and forward-and backwardrolling grooved dies (Montmitonnet et al., 2002) . The process is quasi-periodic, consisting of several tens of 'strokes', between which the tube is turned by about 51 and advanced a small distance. A metal particle thus progresses by a few millimetres per stroke down the 300 mm-long deformation zone of the mandrel (it takes 80-100 strokes before the deformation is completed). The process consists of a sequence of three rolling passes. After each pass, the tube is heat-treated at a certain annealing temperature which is sufficient to induce recrystallization, except for the final heat treatment which is done simply for relief of stresses.
Owing to their hexagonal close-packed (h.c.p.) structure, Zr alloys exhibit highly anisotropic plastic properties at mesoscopic (grain) and macroscopic levels with various active deformation modes. These properties and the crystallographic texture explain the appearance and development of important residual stresses during mechanical treatment. These stresses are termed intergranular or second-order stresses. They depend on initial and induced crystallographic textures. The engineering consequences of second-order stresses with strong texture can be severe: the texture and stresses at a given step in the fabrication process will influence the formability with which the next mechanical process might be realized. The texture of the material will have a significant effect on its performance in service because irradiation creep, yield strength, stress, corrosion and cracking resistance, for example, are strong functions of texture. During processing, Figure 1 Schematic view of cold pilgering. excessive internal stresses can also induce defects such as transverse cracks or surface damage (Girard et al., 2001; Linga Murty & Charit, 2006) .
A thorough mechanical analysis of the development of stresses and texture during the different stages of fabrication is necessary to optimize processing routes and predict lifetimes of reactor components. The macro-and mesoscopic stresses that are generated by thermo-mechanical treatment have complex origins, but can be interpreted thanks to polycrystalline models such as the self-consistent (SC) approach (Clausen et al., 1998; Matthies et al., 2001; Gloaguen et al., 2007; Proust et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2008) . Polycrystalline models are typically evaluated by their ability to simulate mechanical behaviour and they lead to an understanding of the relative contributions of different deformation modes to the macroscopic strain.
Hexagonal materials are characterized by a wide variety of possible deformation systems. It is necessary to know both the texture and the deformation mechanisms to be able to obtain a good model of these mechanical properties. This requires, in particular, a proper knowledge of the deformation mechanisms with their corresponding critical resolved shear stresses (CRSSs). Only a few data are available for CRSS in the literature. Moreover, CRSS generally depends significantly on the content of the alloying elements. In spite of this very basic knowledge, many authors have tried to model the mechanical properties of h.c.p. materials after large deformations. In these cases, the approach consists of finding the set of material parameters offering the best agreement with crystallographic texture by applying a polycrystalline model. Realistic simulations of deformation texture development in Zr alloys can be carried out using the viscoplastic SC model (Tomé et al., 1991; Castelnau et al., 2001; Kaschner et al., 2006) . The coldpilgering texture of Zr alloys has also been studied with this kind of approach (Lebensohn et al., 1992; Girard et al., 2001) . A comparison of simulations and experimental texture (obtained from the final cladding tube) shows that prismatic slip is probably the most active system for this process.
In the present work, a different approach is proposed to validate the accuracy and relevance of the theoretical model for h.c.p. materials undergoing a large deformation. Characterization by diffraction of both texture and residual stresses has been used simultaneously to evaluate polycrystalline models. A direct comparison between experimental observations (X-ray diffraction) and the predictions of an elastoplastic self-consistent (EPSC) model has been made in order to interpret the residual strain (or stress) and the development of texture, and hence to deduce the active deformation mechanisms during mechanical processing. This comparison allows a better understanding and interpretation of diffraction and mechanical results.
The aim of the present study is to analyse and understand the evolution of anisotropic elastoplastic behaviour during the fabrication of Zr alloy tubes. A modified EPSC model was used to predict the behaviour of Zr alloy cladding tubes during the final rolling pass. This approach is well suited to studying anisotropic materials with multiple slip and twinning modes because it allows for different deformation modes depending on the relative orientation between the grain and the average medium. X-ray diffraction results (texture and residual stresses) obtained from the different states provide an accurate experimental basis for determining the appropriate model parameters and finding a realistic combination of deformation systems. The theoretical stresses are compared with the experimental results obtained by X-ray diffraction. In this paper, we aim to provide a better understanding of the influence of different deformation modes and their contributions to polycrystalline plasticity during a real industrial mechanical process.
To the best of our knowledge, characterization by diffraction of texture and/or residual stresses has been made only after each different sequence of rolling passes for Zr alloy cladding tubes (Lebensohn et al., 1992; Guillé n et al., 1998; Kapoor et al., 2002; Kiran Kumar et al., 2004; Linga Murty & Charit, 2006) . No information on the development of texture and stresses during rolling passes is available in the literature. In order to obtain an extensive set of experimental data on the evolution of residual strain and texture, the final rolling pass has been completely characterized by X-ray diffraction in the transition area between the raw tube and the finished one (see Fig. 1 ).
Experimental procedure
The analysis was performed for the final cold-pilgering pass. Before this stage, the tubes have been submitted to a 973 K recrystallization treatment, and the dimensions of the forming M5 tubes are 17.8 mm external diameter and 2 mm thickness. The dimensions after forming (195% total strain) are 8.37 and 0.6 mm, respectively. The chemical composition is (wt%; balance = Zr) Nb (1.0), Fe (0.035) and O (0.13).
To observe the evolution of the mechanical state at each step of the tube-forming operation, the rolling was interrupted. Truncated samples were obtained for the X-ray diffraction study and analyses were made in the transition area between the preform tube (0% total strain and z = 0 mm) and the finished one (195% total strain and z = 300 mm). We analysed the texture and residual stresses at different total strains of 0, 21, 51, 71, 95, 124, 159, 189, 193 and 195%. Fig. 2 shows the different measurement points and the relation between the axial position z along the rolling direction and the total macroscopic strain in the transition area.
Crystallographic texture analysis
X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was performed using a Seifert XRD 3003 PTS four-circle diffractometer. Cu K radiation was used as the X-ray source (40 kV, 40 mA with Ni filter). The X-ray beam output collimator had a diameter of 0.5 mm. The diffraction peaks were recorded with a positionsensitive detector (PSD). Incomplete pole figures (PF) were achieved on a 5 Â 5 grid, with tilt and azimuth angles in the ranges 0-60 and 0-360 , respectively. For each experimental direction, the diffraction pattern was adjusted, using a nonlinear least-squares analysis and assuming pseudo-Voigt peak profiles (i.e. a linear combination of Gaussian and Lorentzian functions; Guinebretiè re, 2007), in order to evaluate background noise and obtain peak intensities. The study of samples with a curved geometry requires not only accurate positioning of the samples but also taking into account the geometric effects induced by XRD directional features. A theoretical model based on a ray-tracing method was used to take into account the geometric effects that modify the collected intensities; more details of this approach are given by Guillé n et al. (1999) . Correction coefficients accounting for the 'geometric texture' of the samples, as well as absorption corrections, were calculated for each measurement point. The results obtained were used to adjust the experimental pole figures. Fig. 3 shows the experimental {0002} PF for the finished tube before and after correction. Poles densities in the RD-ND (RD is the rolling direction and ND is the normal direction) plane are affected, showing the effect of the tilt angle . An increase in the pole maximum density for the corrected pole figure compared with the uncorrected one is observed. The maximum is in the TD-ND (TD is the transverse direction) plane, making a 30 angle with the normal direction of the tube. With this method, some surface effects, not detected on flattened samples, could be revealed in the cylindrical samples. An underestimation of the pole density on a significant part of the pole figure therefore involves an underestimation of the texture sharpness and an error in the anisotropy evaluation of the material properties. After this geometric correction, an orientation distribution function (ODF) was calculated, with experimental PF {0002}, {1011}, {1110} and {1013}, with the help of the WIMV algorithm implemented in the BEARTEX program package (Wenk et al., 1998) .
Determination of surface residual stresses
We present briefly the principles and different assumptions of residual stress evaluation by XRD and the key role played by plastic anisotropy properties in the interpretation of the data. More details can be found elsewhere (Baczmanski et al., 2009; Hauk, 1997; Noyan & Cohen, 1987; Ortiz & Pochettino, 1996a,b) .
The residual stress field in a polycrystalline material depends on both the thermomechanical history of the sample and its internal structure. The usual classification of stresses when dealing with diffraction methods is based on the length scale (Macherauch et al., 1973) . Residual stresses of type I, I (first-order stresses), represent the average residual stresses (r) [(r) denotes the local residual stress at a position r in the sample] acting within all crystallites in the considered volume V, for example the volume exposed to the X-ray beam. These stresses result from long-range strain incompatibilities introduced by strain or temperature gradients in the manufacturing process.
Residual stresses of type II, II (second-order stresses), within a crystal represent the mean deviation from the macroscopic residual stress level.
V g denotes the volume of a grain g and g,r the residual stresses at the grain level, which are different from macroscopic stresses; this difference is due to deformation misfits between neighbouring grains and temperature effects linked to the anisotropy of the elastic constants, thermal expansion coefficients or/and plastic flow at the grain level. In XRD, the definition of second-order stresses is different and has been adapted to this method (Hauk, 1997) . These stresses must be understood as the average over the group of crystallites contributing to the measurement, i.e. the diffracting volume V d .
Residual stresses of type III (microstresses or third-order stresses), III (r), are the local deviation of the residual stresses Correspondence between the axial position z along the rolling direction and the total macroscopic strain. The different measurement points are marked on the figure as squares. within an individual crystallite from its average residual stress. These stresses are caused by, for example, voids, second-phase particles, precipitates and dislocations in the crystal lattice.
Diffraction experiments provide information about the mechanical behaviour of groups of polycrystalline grains in the near-surface volume during thermomechanical treatment. Using X-ray diffraction as an analytical tool, the change in the lattice parameters due to the occurrence of strains (which induce displacement of the diffraction peak) is measured to determine the residual stresses defined above (Dö lle, 1979; Noyan & Cohen, 1987; Hauk, 1997) . After the forming process, residual stresses can be generated by inhomogeneous plastic deformation on two length scales, one given by the size of the component and the other by the size of the grains forming the polycrystalline aggregate. Inhomogeneity on the sample length scale gives the macroscopic stress field or firstorder stress, while inhomogeneity on the grain size scale gives the intergranular or second-order stresses. The two are superimposed, and XRD measurements give a combination of first-and second-order stresses (Ortiz & Pochettino, 1996a) . Taking into account the definition of microstresses, it should be emphasized that their mean value is zero within each grain and, as a consequence, within the diffracting volume. These stresses introduce variations in the interplanar spacing around its mean value, which induce only a broadening of the diffraction peaks and not a shift, in contrast with the first-and the second-order stresses.
In order to determine first-order residual stresses, intergranular stresses must thus be subtracted from the given stress field. The important question is how to obtain the macroscopic strain from the measured strain in a hexagonal component observed with the help of a specific {hkil} plane when we have a superposition of both macroscopic and important intergranular contributions. A method for the quantitative evaluation of second-order stresses developed by Baczmanski et al. (1994) has been used and extended to h.c.p. materials. This method (summarized below) allows the separation of macrostresses and second-order stresses created as a result of the plastic anisotropy.
For a particular direction of the scattering vector defined by the angles ' and , the measured strain can be expressed by
[More details about the establishment of this relation are given by Baczmanski et al. (1994 Baczmanski et al. ( , 2009 and Gloaguen et al. (2004) .] r I is the first-order residual stress tensor, F ij (', , hkil) are the diffraction elastic constants for the {hkil} reflection and h . . . i Vd denotes the average over the diffracting grains for the {hkil} reflection. Thus, h" IIplasticity (', , hkil)i V d is the average plastic intergranular strain over the volume of diffracting grains for a given {hkil} reflection and for a particular orientation of the scattering vector. It represents the elastic strain caused by the misfit of the plastic strain in the grains (contributing to the measured diffraction peak) in relation to the surrounding matrix. As a consequence of the anisotropic properties of a single crystal, the response of the grains within the aggregate is different from that of isolated crystals, and this is responsible for the development of internal stresses. Plastic intergranular strains (and stresses) are induced during plastic deformation because full accommodation of the shape of each grain is prevented by neighbouring grains, since the plastic strain varies from one crystallite to another. The term F ij (', , hkil) I ij in equation (4) is linked to the second-order stresses caused by the anisotropy of the elastic properties. Consequently, the elastic response of each grain to the residual macroscopic stress I varies according to the grain orientation relative to neighbouring grains. The term F ij (', , hkil) I ij is the additional elastic strain caused by the residual macroscopic stress due to the processing heterogeneity averaged over the volume of diffracting grains for a given {hkil} reflection and for a particular orientation of the scattering vector, through the determination of the diffraction elastic constants F ij (', , hkil) .
Equation (4) clearly shows that the measured strain cannot be identified with the macroscopic strain if the material presents plastic anisotropic properties. The presence of intergranular strain after a mechanical manipulation influences the measured strain. Generally, the interpretation of experimental data is based on the unjustified assumption that h" IIplasticity (', , hkil)i V d = 0. In our study, we propose to quantify the importance of these intergranular stresses and show their influence on the interpretation of the experimental results.
With Baczmanski's method, some information obtained from the scale transition method has been used. The mesocopic elastic strain tensor for each grain after the rolling process can be predicted by the EPSC model. So, the average h" IIth (', , hkil)i V d ('th' means theoretical model) strain for the volume of diffracting grains can be calculated (see x3). As was shown by Baczmanski et al. (1994) , the predicted values of h" IIth (', , hkil)i V d depend on the hardening and relaxation processes, which cannot be accurately taken into account in models. Only the variation in (and not the magnitude of) the residual strains of plastic origin (in relation to ' and ) can be correctly predicted. Baczmanski et al. (1994) proposed the introduction of an unknown scaling factor q, which is inserted in order to find the real amplitude of elastic strains (or stresses) of plastic origin.
So, the second term in equation (4) is assumed to be approximated by
Using a scale transition model, we can predict the values of the residual stress and strain tensor for every crystalline orientation and calculate the average strain h" IIth (', , hkil)i V d for the diffracting volume. For known values of F ij (', , hkil), the theoretically predicted strain h" IIth (', , hkil)i V d and the measured deformation h" II (', , hkil)i V d , the other quantities from equation (4) (the unknowns are q and the first-order stress tensor) can be determined using a nonlinear fitting procedure, to give a complete description of the stress (and strain) field in a plastically deformed polycrystalline material. We have determined the evolution of internal stresses due to plastic anisotropy in the deformed sample for different values of total macroscopic strain (Fig. 2) . These experiments were carried out on a Seifert XRD 3003 PTS diffractometer with Cr K and Cu K radiation. An goniometric assembly with a PSD was used. Three plane families were studied with Cr radiation, {1014} at 2 = 156.7 , {2022} at 2 = 137.2 and {0004} at 2 = 125.6 , and three others with Cu radiation, {2025} at 2 = 136.8 , {3032} at 2 = 123.0 and {2133} at 2 = 117.8 . Spectra were recorded for 16 tilt angles varying between À48 and 45 and for one azimuthal angle ' = 0 , which corresponds to the rolling direction. For the {3032} plane, only the final tube was analysed. For the other points, the analyses exhibit significant errors for the stress values, linked to a weak peak intensity for several (0 , ) orientations. The X-ray beam output collimator had a diameter of 0.5 mm, and the errors due to geometry effects are weak with an X-ray beam of this diameter (Dionnet et al., 1999) . The set of diffraction peaks obtained for all the tilt angles was fitted simultaneously using a pseudo-Voigt function, which takes into account the K 1 À K 2 contribution. The centroid of the fitted diffraction line was taken as the peak position. For each diffraction peak, the background was fitted by a polynomial function. The diffraction elastic constants F ij (', , hkil) were calculated theoretically using an elastic SC model (Hauk, 1997) . The influence of the texture on these constants was taken into account by weighting the single-crystal elastic constants with the texture function (1000 grains). A stress tensor exp ij ðhkilÞ (exp denotes experimental) is calculated by the relation "ð'; ;
These stresses vary with the {hkil} reflection because of plastic anisotropy. In this case, the second-order stresses of plastic origin [h" IIplasticity (', , hkil)i V d in equation (4)] are presumed to be 0. In the second step, the complete equation (4) is used with an EPSC model to determine both first-and second-order stresses. As the samples were single phased and the penetration depth of the X-rays was small, it was assumed that 33 = 0 in order to calculate the stress tensor (biaxial stress state in the measured region).
Scale transition self-consistent model
In this study, an EPSC model is used to predict plastic deformation of the M5 alloy cladding tube during the last cold-pilgering pass at the different scales of the material. More details concerning this approach are given by Krö ner (1961), Hill (1965) , Hutchinson (1970) , Lipinski & Berveiller (1989) and Gloaguen et al. (2007) . This model was used to interpret the experimental results and to determine the CRSS, the mechanical state at the meso-and macroscopic levels after the forming process, the crystallographic texture and the strain-hardening parameters. Briefly, the EPSC model is based on the following principal assumptions: (a) Each grain g is considered as a spherical inclusion embedded in a homogeneous effective medium (HEM) having the average properties of the aggregate.
(b) The mesoscopic stress r g and the mesoscopic total strain " " " g in the inclusion are homogeneous. An additive decomposition of the strain rate " " " g on the elastic (e) and plastic (p) parts is used: " " " g = " " " ge + " " " gp .
(c) The overall response of the material is determined by averaging the mesoscopic terms r g and " " " g over a representative set of orientations.
(d) The macroscopic stress R and macroscopic strain E are considered uniform. The properties of the medium are initially undetermined and are solved by iterations. Each grain is treated as an inhomogeneity with elastic (c), slip and twin mechanisms characteristic of a single crystal.
(e) The texture is known and the polycrystal is represented by a weighted discrete distribution of orientations [Euler angles (' 1 ' ' 2 )]. Lattice rotation (reorientation by slip and twinning) and texture changes are incorporated in the model.
An incremental EPSC scheme was used to simulate the mechanical loading. At each strain increment, the nonlinear behaviour is approximated by the tangent behaviour. The stress and strain rates, _ r r g and _ " " " " " " g , of each grain are linearly linked by an elastoplastic tensor ', which accounts for the plastic and elastic anisotropy of the grains and the hardening effects of the deformation systems during plasticity.
The main modification, which is briefly discussed here, concerns the selection of active slip systems. The new algorithm is much faster and resolves the problem of the ambiguous selection of slip systems. Plastic flow can take place in a grain when the Schmid criterion is verified, i.e. slip (or twinning) occurs if the resolved shear stress s t on a system t is equal to the critical value s t c , depending on the hardening state of the slip system. This necessary condition is insufficient, and the complementary condition, which states that the increment of the resolved shear stress must be equal to the incremental rate of the CRSS, has to be checked simultaneously. The resolved shear stress is defined as the projection of the mesoscopic stress tensor r t on the considered deformation system. In the small-strain formulation, one has
where R t is the Schmid tensor on a system t. A : B denotes the double scalar product A ijkl B klmn using the Einstein summation convention.
Recently, Lorrain and co-workers have proposed a new formulation [see, for example, Lorrain et al. (2005) and Franz et al. (2009) ]. The accuracy of the simulations was also evaluated at the meso-and macroscopic levels by referring to mechanical experiments (tensile tests, neutron diffraction; . Based on the work of Lorrain et al., the slip rate on a system t can be expressed as
The slip rate is linked to the resolved shear stress rate through a function M t , a hardening parameter given by (Lorrain et al., 2005 )
where k 0 and k 1 are numerical parameters. H tt is the selfhardening parameter described by the hardening matrix H th (i.e. the matrix reflecting the interactions between deformation systems; Gloaguen et al., 2007) . The hyperbolic tangent function tanh was tested and used in equation (9) because it permits the reproduction of the mechanical and hardening behaviours. The tensor ' for a grain g can be written as
where c is the elastic stiffness of the single crystal and th is the Kronecker delta. At the macroscopic level, the relation between the macroscopic stress rate _ R R and strain rate _ E E is given by a similar relation with the introduction of a tensor L,
where L is the macroscopic tangent modulus for the fictional average homogeneous medium. The local strain and stress rates can be obtained classically through the localization A and concentration B tensors with the 'one-site' self-consistent approximation (Lipinski & Berveiller, 1989 )
where Á' = ' À L and S esh is the Eshelby tensor. The volume averages of the local stress and strain tensors must coincide with the overall strain and stress. After some algebraic calculations, these conditions give the overall elastoplastic tensor L as a weighted average of the mesoscopic tensor '
Equation (14) is a nonlinear implicit equation because S esh depends on the unknown L in the framework of EPSC theory. The Eshelby tensor is calculated by an integral equation (Lipinski & Berveiller, 1989 ) that takes the plastic anisotropy fully into account. This equation is solved iteratively. Once L is known, then by specifying an overall stress or strain increment the rate of strain at the grain level, _ " " " " " " g , can be determined and other variables characterizing grain evolution and depending on _ " " " " " " g can be calculated. The calculations are performed up to a given total strain E and then an elastic unloading of the sample is performed in the last step (AE ! 0Þ. The mesocopic elastic strain tensor " " " ge is determined for each grain g when AE = 0. Finally, h" IIth (', , hkil)i V d is calculated for each analysed plane [see x2.2, equation (5)].
Experimental results
4.1. Evolution of crystallographic texture Fig. 4 shows the development of texture during the different steps of the tube-rolling process. The initial recrystallized tube exhibits a basal maximum with a preferential alignment parallel to the ND, with a slight spread of approximately AE40 towards the TD. The formation of this maximum can be explained by the reorientation towards the ND of the ND-TD and ND-RD maxima appearing in the tube before the recrystallization after the second rolling step. The heat treatment leads to a noticeable decrease of the bimodal distribution of the intensity maxima in the ND-TD plane. With plastic deformation, texture evolution is very gradual for this kind of forming process. During the rolling step, prismatic poles are redirected towards the RD. The intensity varies from 2.0 to 9.41 for the final tube. In the final state, the basal pole figure shows intensity maxima in the NT-TD plane at about 30 of the ND axis. The c/a ratio of this alloy and the deformation path lead to this bimodal texture. More precisely, the ratio between thickness reduction and tube diameter reduction has an important influence on tube texture. The tube is mainly reduced in thickness, whereas the compressive forces in the tangential direction are comparatively small. In this case, the basal planes will tend to have a radial orientation because they follow the real direction of the compressive force (Tenckhoff, 1988) . Fig. 5 shows the evolution of longitudinal residual stresses exp 11 ðhkilÞ (' = 0 ) calculated using equation (6) as a function of position z and the total deformation for the different selected planes. The residual stresses on the undeformed sample are weak: À22 (17) MPa for the {0004} plane, 23 (6) MPa for the {2022} plane and 73 (3) MPa for the {2025} plane. These results show that the initial mechanical state is relatively homogenous within the sample and the thermal residual stresses are assumed to be negligible in the theoretical investigations. As can be seen in these figures, the tubeforming operation can be divided into three principal steps:
Evolution of residual stresses
(a) A particular evolution takes places in the first 30 mm of the reduction zone. The tube is rolled, without being reduced, by a mandrel-tube-die contact ('tube sinking area'). The XRD data shed light on this phenomenon. The analysed planes are in traction, with a stress value that increases with the amount of prestrain. At z = 17 mm, the value of 11 (hkil) reaches 377 (12) MPa for the {0004} plane and 421 (12) MPa for the {2025} plane.
(b) From z ' 30 mm to z ' 100 mm, the residual stresses for all planes (except for the {1014} plane, which decreases only slightly) decrease quickly, in relation to the total deformation, down to a compressive state. For example, the most striking evolution is that of the {0004} stress, which develops rapidly up to a very large magnitude [À562 (28) MPa]. Differences can be observed for the other planes: À140 (13) MPa for {2025} and 53 (9) MPa for {1014}. These X-ray measurements show the effective existence of plastic anisotropy. As can be seen from equation (4), the analysed stress depends on a function of the analysed family of planes. Strain incompatibilities are present at the mesoscopic level in the material, and consequently the stresses obtained by XRD depend on the plane. The diffracting crystals are not the same in each case and this allows us to deduce that different and important second-order stresses exist, linked to a strong plastic anisotropic deformation for these plane families. As shown by the diffraction, this area, where maximum stress occurs, is probably the zone that makes the principal contribution to the damage, owing to the presence of significant plastic strain (Montmitonnet et al., 2002) . During the cold-pilgering process, 70% of the thickness reduction is made in this particular zone (Girard, 1993; Girard et al., 2001) .
(c) Beyond z ' 100 mm, stress variations are less important (see Fig. 5 ). At z = 275 mm, the rolling process is ended by a 'calibration' step which ensures a circular section to the final tube without plastic strain. For the finished tube, we can note the variation of the stress values in relation to the analysed plane: the {1014} plane is in traction with a value of 189 (16) MPa, while the others present compressive stresses varying from À174 (19) to À409 (13) MPa. Contrary to cold rolling of sheets (Gloaguen et al., 2007) , cold pilgering generates significant second-order stresses of plastic origin associated with lower macroscopic stresses.
While the analysed stresses determined by XRD can be interpreted qualitatively by simple inspection, a more quantitative interpretation of the influence of the intergranular stresses on the development of the analysed stress requires the application of a polycrystalline model. Furthermore, these experimental results provide a comprehensive data set to test the scale transition model developed for this study.
Analyses of XRD results using the scale transition model
The EPSC model is used to simulate the residual intergranular strains (or stresses) and the crystallographic texture after loading along the RD. The mesoscopic stresses are then averaged and projected on the ' directions to simulate the behaviour of the diffracting volume, and the simulated crystallographic reorientation is also obtained. For this study, a comparison between simulations and experiment has only been made for the finished tube. Although the scale transition models can reproduce the main features of this kind of process (Lebensohn et al., 1992; Girard et al., 2001) , the details of the stress pattern can be determined only by the finite element method, owing to the geometric complexity.
Based on different experimental observations (Akhtar, 1973a (Akhtar, ,b, 1975 Tenckhoff, 1988; Pochettino et al., 1992) , the deformation systems in the model are assumed to be the following: prismatic slip {1010}h1120i (prhai), first-order pyramidal slips {1011}h1123i and {1011}h1120i (pyrhc+ai and pyrhai), basal slip {0001}h1120i (b), and tensile twinning {1012}h1011i (ttw). In the model, CRSS and the hardening law for slip and twinning are considered as controlling parameters. Their values depend on many factors (oxygen content, grain size, temperature etc.; Kaschner & Gray, 2000) and are unknown. They were taken as adjustable fitting parameters. The initial CRSSs are taken to be identical for all systems of a system type.
To reduce the number of fitting parameters, we consider a linear hardening law (Gloaguen et al., 2007) where the coefficient H tr is equal to H tt for any deformation modes r: _ s s t ¼ H tt P r _ r , i.e. latent hardening is equal to self-hardening. As a result, the number of initial fitting parameters is reduced to 13. Comparisons between the model and the diffraction data have been made, considering six planes for the residual strains and three for the texture.
In the first step, the effect of deformation modes on the predicted strain (and stress) and texture was systematically analysed. Each deformation mode was applied independently within the EPSC model, in order to observe its effect on the strain accumulation and the texture. The effect of combining two or three systems was also examined. The values and signs of the predicted strains differed much more than those detected experimentally. The observed trends and magnitudes of the texture and strains were not reproduced correctly by the model in the case of one or two deformation modes. Finally, all five deformation systems were applied simultaneously with different sets of material parameters (CRSS, hardening matrix). Basal slip was not included in the set of deformation modes because some discrepancies appear with the X-ray results if this slip system is an active deformation mode. The best agreement was found with the values given in Table 1 . The final choice of pyrhai as the active system is not selfevident: there is no conclusive evidence for the occurrence of pyramidal slip pyrhai under any circumstances [see Xu et al. (2008) for more details]. Nevertheless, it is possible to explain and reproduce the texture without the pyrhai system. However, the model cannot correctly simulate the experimental residual strains. Only these four systems with prhai as the main deformation mode can explain each experimental result.
The predicted PF for the final tube are given in Fig. 6 . As shown in this figure, there is agreement between the experimental results and the EPSC model for the three selected FP. The main features of experimental texture are reproduced by the simulations. We clearly see predicted basal poles preferentially oriented at 38 from RD in the RD-TD plane. With the CRSS values chosen above, deformation is accommodated through prhai and pyrhc+ai. The relative contribution of ttw is small. At 195% deformation, the proportions of the activated systems are 57% for prismatic mode, 35.2% for pyramidal slips hc+ai, 7.8% for pyrhai and 0% for tensile twinning (it reaches a maximum value of 1.5% at 12% total deformation). Finally, we obtain a reasonable distribution in agreement with the experimental observations: prismatic glide is the main active mechanism, pyramidal slip is a secondary slip mode and twinning contributes very little to the plastic deformation. The weak activation of the tensile twinning is normal because it preferentially reorientates those grains with c axes close to the RD.
The theoretical values of the h" IIth (', , hkil)i V d strain were also predicted by the EPSC model for 195% strain. Applying equation (4) and fitting the results obtained from the model to the experimental data obtained from the six crystallographic planes, the first-order stress tensor element I 11 and the q factor were determined using the least-squares method. The same set of material parameters was used for this confrontation. The predicted results agree with the fact that, in the h"(', , hkil)i V d versus sin 2 representation of the deformed samples, the best fit for the six studied planes is obtained with prismatic slip as the main deformation mode. The results of the analyses on the final tube are given in Table 2 . With the help of the ODF, it is possible to find the set of principal orientations that contribute to the diffracting volume for the Figure 6 Predicted PF {0002}, {1010} and {1120} after the forming process. Fig. 7 , the c axis of these orientations for the planes {1014}, {3032} and {2133} is plotted in a {0002} pole figure. For example, because of the final texture, most of the {1014} planes have the c axis making an angle of between 0 and 25 with the sample surface, whereas this axis is preferentially located between 50 and 70 in relation to the surface for the {3032} planes. Because of the second-order stresses, the obtained residual stress values are not directly related to those obtained by macroscopic methods (Girard, 1993) and depend strongly on the analysed plane. In order to show the influence of second-order strain of plastic origin, Table 2 gives the first-order stress calculated with and without the h" IIplasticity (', , hkil)i V d term. I 11 is 60 (30) MPa. If the second-order 'plastic' stresses are presumed to be null [h"(', , hkil) 
, the 'experimental' stresses are then exp 11 (1014) = 189 (16) MPa and exp 11 (2133) = À334 (6) MPa along the RD. This example allows us to conclude clearly that the h" IIplasticity (', , hkil)i V d term plays a key role in the correct interpretation of the X-ray diffraction results. As can be seen in Fig. 7 , the sets of grains that contribute to the diffracting volume for each plane are not the same. Consequently, the plastic activity and the active deformation systems differ between these two sets of diffracting grains, this difference being linked to the orientation dependence of the plastic deformation. At 195% total strain, the calculated relative activities of the deformation modes for the {1014} and {3032} grains, respectively, are 64.6 and 47.5% for prismatic mode, 35.4 and 35.0% for pyramidal slips hc+ai, $0 and 17.5% for pyrhai, and 0 and 0% for tensile twinning. Pyrhai is more active for the {3032} grains, whereas its mean contribution to the deformation is much smaller for all the grains and almost negligible for the {1014} grains. Furthermore, the global stress and strain tensors for each set are different. For example, the {1014} grains have a higher mean strain (with a lower stress) than the {3032} grains. A ratio of nearly 1.5 is calculated at 195% deformation on comparing the strain components along the rolling direction in these two sets of grains. These differences are related to the plastic anisotropy, which depends heavily on the crystallographic orientation.
To finish, we note that the reliability of the q values seems to be correct compared with previous work on cubic materials (Baczmanski et al., 1994 (Baczmanski et al., , 2008 . This can be explained as the overprediction of residual stresses by the self-consistent model. It is a well known feature of this model (Krier, 1993; Masson et al., 2000; , which is too 'stiff' because it does not take into account the fluctuations of moduli in the matrix or inclusions due to the nonlinearity of the mechanical behaviour. Elastoplastic properties are considered to be uniform inside the crystallites. The formation of a particular microstructure (dislocation band, wall etc.) inside a crystal is neglected. Discontinuities (grain boundaries, dislocation walls etc.) are assumed to have a weak influence on the average behaviour of the aggregate, and dislocation annihilations are not taken into account (Mabelly et al., 1996; Gloaguen & François, 2006; Fajoui et al., 2009) . Nevertheless, the model allows us to describe the evolution of residual stresses whatever the plane and enables us to determine the macroscopic stress. This behaviour can only be explained with prismatic slip as the main deformation mode and for the same set of material parameters. For h.c.p. alloys, the value of the second-order stress is important after a large plastic deformation.
Conclusions
Analysis of texture and residual stress using X-ray diffraction has been carried out on Zr alloy cladding tubes after an industrial mechanical process, cold pilgering. The last rolling pass has been completely characterized by X-ray diffraction in the transition area between the raw tube and the finished one. A quantitative interpretation of the influence of intergranular stresses on the development of analysed stress has been performed using a modified elastoplastic self-consistent polycrystalline model. The experimental results provided a comprehensive data set to test the scale transition model developed for this study. The present study highlights the usefulness of a polycrystal model for exploring the active The set of principal orientations that contribute to the diffracting volume for the different values (between À48 and 45 ) and for the planes {1014} (crosses), {3032} (solid circles) and {2133} (open triangles) plotted in a {0002} pole figure after deformation.
Table 2
Comparison of the stress values determined with two assumptions, i.e. h" IIplasticity (', , hkil)i V d 6 ¼ 0 and h" IIplasticity (', , hkil)i V d = 0. deformation modes in h.c.p. alloys. Reasonable agreement between model predictions and experimental measurements was observed for both residual stresses and evolved deformation textures. The stresses measured by X-ray diffraction differ significantly from one lattice plane family to another. These results can be explained by the presence of first-and second-order stresses of plastic origin. The choice of prismatic slip as the main deformation mode can explain the experimental texture and stress values for the six studied planes. The influence of second-order strain linked to the strong plastic anisotropy of this type of alloy must be taken into account in order to obtain a correct interpretation of the X-ray diffraction results.
